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THE
PRESI-
DENT

j^r. Brian Stiller

This spring we unveiled the Oswald J Smith
Hall of Mission with a pictorial outline of his

life and ministry. Titled Fire in His Bones, the

wall display on the first floor outside the gym
briefly describes the life of a most remarkable

person. Raised in rural Ontario, he graduated

from Tyndale in 1912. Early he showed heart

for evangelism. Applying for overseas mis-

sions, he was turned down by an agency be-

cause of his health.

Such rebuff did nothing to diminish his passion

for witness and world missions. Launching
what would soon become The Peoples Church,

he linked congregational life with missions. As
he said, if you can't go, support one who can.

This congregation has become a prototype for

scores of churches worldwide who have taken

up the challenge of engaging in world mission

by linking hearts of donors with people and
agencies at work somewhere in the world.

Smith's ringing message was simple and
straightforward: "Why should anyone hear the

Gospel twice until eveiyone has heard the Gos-
pel once?" This question helped raise genera-

tions to hear and respond to the call.

Tyndale began in the late 1800's, challenged

and nurtured in the rise of the China Inland

Mission, led by Hudson Taylor. Smith, un-

doubtedly affected by that pulsating vision, be-

came a person quite unlike any other. His leg-

acy continues today.

His life is a viable model for any of our stu-

dents today. May Smith's pattern of visionary

passion characterize us all



Deail Of StlldCntS George Sweetman

I recently spent some time at an old-fashioned tent revival meeting. Many of the summers of my youth were spent at

these meetings. Some things are exactly the same: long, powerful sermons calling us to repentance and a new life; un-

comfortable hard benches; sweltering heat in under a canvas tent; and lots of music and impassioned prayer. Some
things, though, have changed: the music isn't the old Wesleyan hymns of my youth - now it's Zchech, Hughes, and

Morgan; they no longer sprinkle the ground with sawdust and woodchips; the canvas isn't a military green but a circus-

like blue and white; and I'm not 1 7, but now have two teenaged sons myself.

The recent tent meeting featured an evangelist whose theme was God's big story. He artistically reminded us of God's

faithfulness through the biblical narrative - of Christ's story of grace and truth. He kept referring to stories of salvation

as times of our 'collision with God.' Some in the tent could trace their 'collisions' back over 65 years!

This got me to thinking: What happened to you in 2006-2007 at Tyndale? Did you experience collisions of new
friendships - some that will last a lifetime; collisions of ideas from caring and challenging faculty; a collision of a new

or renewed devotion to a wonderful loving God?

How did God collide with you in 2006-2007?

This carefully cultivated collection of stories in the form of a Yearbook reminds us that our stories are ongoing and that

God met us this year. As you leaf through these pages, read it with smiles and laughter and with thanks to our colliding

God of stories.

George Sweetman 3
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Move In Day
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Home Sweet Home
One of my highlights at Tyndale in 06/07 was move-in day. It's a flurry of people, luggage, cars and stairs (I

was too afraid of being stuck on Otis). After two weeks of prepping with Student Leadership for returning

students and Frosh we were glad to finally greet their smiling faces and then take their luggage to their

new homes. -Naomi Coker - Student Council-

Move-In Day 5



Navigating Toronto
Wow, it feels like it was just yesterday we were running around down-
town like crazy people on the Amazing Grace and now one whole year

of university has ended. It's kinda sad to see everyone pack their stuff

up and move out. This has been such an amazing privilege of mine to

share this experience with you all. You've made my transition from
high school to university as smooth as possible. I want to thank you all

for an amazing year, and I'm looking forward to next year if it is God's
will for me to come back to Tyndale. There have been a lot of good
times throughout the year. Sunjay Joseph Henry - Frosh

6 The Amazing Grace



Blue Jays Game 7



8 Frosh Retreat
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Centre Island

Picnic

Baseball Game
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Habitat For Humanity

Early in the first semester, two groups of 1 5 students had the opportunity to spend a Friday together partnering with

Habitat for Humanity Toronto on two of their builds. Habitat for Humanity is an amazing organization that seeks to

break the cycle of poverty by extending a hand up rather than a hand out. and making available affordable housing.

Students had the opportunity to see first hand what Habitat is all about and get a little dirty, while experiencing the

joys of laying sod and drywalling. Most importantly, it was a chance for students to step outside the walls of Tyndale

and put their faith into action and serve along side one another. Beyond the actual builds, the entire student body had
the opportunity to join together in some fundraising for Habitat for Humanity. Thanks to all students who participated

in both the builds and fundraising. Alicia Wilson - Vice President: Ministry Activities

Habitat For Humanity 1
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Thank You

90's for:

Neon colours

Titanic

Weird Al Yankovic

O.J. Simpson Trial

The X Files

The Simpsons

90210

Nirvana

Flannel Shirts

"Not"

"Whatever"

McLean Burger™

Captain Planet

Pog

The Internet

Boy Bands

Political correctness

12
s

! 90's Week

week



90 s Games

Duck Hunt

Electronic Dream Phone

A friendly

game of

paitball
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winter
banquet

Hey Dan

What does Tarzan
say when he sees a
herd of elephants in

the distance?

I don't
know
Tim.

18 Winter Banquet
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Wes Mallory

League All-Star

Championship MVP

Tim Cniickshank

League All-Star

Team MVP

20 Basketball



Basketball
OCCAA

Basketball

Champions

2006-2007

Charlotte Delorme - Guard #10

Tim Cruickshank - Power Forward #24

Andrew Jones - Shooting Guard #13

Josiah Warren - Guard #23

Daniel Slade - Forward #25

Clyon Herbert - Centre #43

Wes Mallory - Shooting Forward #34

Luke Haggett - Power Forward #33

Thomas Eng - Point Guard #32

Jeffrey Rocks - Guard #20

Jon Gordon (first sem.) - Guard

Basketball 21
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2006-2007

Women's Volleyball
Name
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Men's VolleyBall

2006-2007 ROSTSR

NO.
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The women's league has never been

more enjoyable to watch. The regular

season finished off with a game that

will have to go down as one of the

more thrilling games ever, replete

with last-second regulation heroics

and a flurry of goalmouth chances

before the eventual game-winner in

overtime. The playoffs proved a

worthy follow-up to the regular

season, with consummate captains

Sharolyn McLeod (Black Team) and

Ashley Saunders (Red Team), and

their co-captains Alicia Wilson and

Rachel Boadway, respectively,

meeting in the finals, with Saunders'

underdog 'Daniel's Dames' winning

a closely contested 2-1 victory.

Nathan Dirks - Sports Coordinator t.jhir
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nsmen's Floor Hockey



Red Team

06-07
Champs

Floor Hockey 27



Men's Floor
Hockey

The men's league, highly anticipated

throughout the first semester, was

met with the usual enthusiasm by

frosh and veterans alike. The regular

season games were largely close games

with solid match-ups between all six

teams, after which a new playoff

format saw the underdog fifth place

team upset the fourth place team in

the first round. The finals, a battle

between the first place 'Prophets of

Ball' and the second-place

'Communist Green Machine' stretched

to the full three games, with the

'Communist Green Machine' hustling

to an eventual series win.

Thanks to all of our players, refs,

scorekeepers and fans for another

great semester ofTyndale ball hockey,

and we look forward to seeing you

out there next year!

Nathan Dirks - Sports Coordinator

28 Men's Floor Hockey

Red Team



Blue Team

Men's Floor Hockey 29
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Cameron Atkins Matt Bahadur Jevan Ballantyne Jamie-Lee Bannon

Bree Barker Ben Bartosik Jonathan Beckwith Chara Benson

Charity Benson Lory Bermeo

Ie3
Jesse Bickle Naomi Bickle

Joshua Bissell Rachel Blokzyl Joshua Bojahra Adriana Borges

32 Mugshots



Ryan Boucquez Kristin Boven Jessica Brillinger Andrew Brisko

Rob Brockman James Brooks Trisha Browne Laura-Ashleigh Bryant

Scott Bulloch Jason Burton David Busuttil Lauren Buxton

Joshua Carles Rueben Carles Laura Carr Aylish Chantler

Mugshots 33



Caitlin Clarke Mat Coker Naomi Coker Sheri Correia

Christopher Cory Tim Cruicshank Sheryl Dalmohammed Alyssa Davis

Tishanna Dawson Paul De Witte Denean Degenstein Charlotte Delorme

%
Nathan Dirks Chris Duff Joel Eaton Caleb Eckel

34 Mugshots
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Thomas Eng Ryan Eras Ryan Feeney Leslie Fidler

Josh Florence Andrew Fulford Beth Gelyk Amy Gabriel

Jordan Gagne Joanna Gorres Dave Graham Runako Grant

Phil Hamilton Kaitlyn Heming Sunjay Henry

Mugshots 35



Beth Huff Ryan Hutt True Huynh Trang Meghan Hyland Low

Chris Jardin John Spencer Johnston Danielle Jupp

.

Sharon Kamau Heather Kay Michelle Kay David Kentie

Ruthanne Kerr Will Kinchlea Paul Klapwyk Nikita Kowlessar

36 Mugshots



Ryan Krahn Gerry Kroezen Angela Lichti Aaron Liscombe

Suzie Masters Katie May Kaitlyn McCullough James McKenzie

Kristin Monster Rhoda Mousa Christie Murray Matt Murray

Mugshots 37



Marjan Nabisaed Julius Vincent Naredo Matt Naysmith Christine Noble

Paul Ordorico Jospeph Puiras Nadine Pasquale Graham Penley

Katie Prinsent-Oxley David Provo Rachel Qandah Tim Ramos

*»

Joshua Ranee an Robinson Danielle Spady Heather Stump

38 Mugshots
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Matt Sampson Ashley Saunders Abigail Scott Amanda Shields

Dan Slade Devon Smith Chris Smithson Andrew Snider

Jonathan Summers Pat Sutherland Edward Timbol Ryan Tindale

Ryan Tudor Kayla Turner Jeremy Unrau Casie Ursel

Mugshots 39



Nathan Veley Michael Van den Burg Beth Whitaker Michelle Whiting

Jonathan Wideman Ashely Wiens Stephan Wray Elizabeth Yang

Dan Young Substituting for the absent guys and girls are
Jamie Eitel and Danielle Eaton

40 Mugshots
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Commuters
Community has always been one of

my favourite things about Tyndale. The

Tyndale community is a bond that

extends beyond these walls and

classrooms, out into the streets and the

world. Many ofmy dearest friendships

were made in my short time here; I've

had some ofmy most memorable

conversations on the walk up and down
Bayview. I'm a commuter. All my
roommates are commuters. My
neighbours across the hall are

commuters. I don't know where they

commute to, but I see them leave

sometimes. There are lots of us. You've

seen us around. We're the ones who
dress a little nicer because we don't

come to class in our pajamas. We're

the ones who are a little more tanned,

because we can't stay inside for weeks

at a time. We're the ones who brave the

rain, snow, traffic and giggling girls at

the Catholic school to make it to class

more or less on time. For everyone from

Ruddington, downtown and beyond,

this page is for you.

Rvan Eras - Commuter Rep.
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5 South

46 Residence
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Leading Edge 2006-2007

Leading Edge has been a

rewarding experience - from

my classes to all the new
relationships that have been

formed. We have been able to

grow together spiritually by
studying, praying, and by just

having fun together.

Rebecca Purnwasie, '07 student

48 Leading Edge

The Leading Edge program helped

shape my academic worldview as

well as my personal spiritual life in

ways beyond what I could have

imagined. I appreciated the well-

rounded academic aspect as it gave

me a taste of all the different majors

available to a liberal arts student at

Tyndale.

Pete Adourian, '07 student



iveryone is helping in the Urban Promise school programs uu .

day. Several of us swept and mopped an after-school program location U X*U SlTl i X*O Illi 3 Q
this morning. There are people helping in classrooms, with artwork.

watching and playing with kids during lunch break, and doing
administration. One boy was taken to the dentist yesterday and as a

teenager, this was his first trip to the dentist. Wow!

Leading Edge

Our 4 Urban Promise Toronto helpers - Dan. Ed-Esther. Lisa. Jt
Camden, NJ 49



Mission Teams

50 Paying their way!



In February 2007. five Tyndale students and their professor traveled down to Honduras to join with two

Christian development agencies. Opportunity International and Louder Than Words, for an intensive ten-day

program involving trust-bank visits, a fresh-water development project, the delivery of essential medical

supplies, and times of fellowship with local Honduran Christians. The team was blessed to see many ansv ers

to prayer throughout the trip. Participating from Tyndale were Peter Hayward. Ryan Hosein. Manianga Samuel.

Andrew & Katrina MacDonald. and Jannalee Anderson.

Honduras 51
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We spent 3 weeks in Kolkaia.

working with street children and
prostitutes. Many of the street

children live on the railway tracks

and are extremely vulnerable to

abuse. We had the chance to build

relationships with individuals and
minister the love of Jesus to them
in many different ways. Kolkata

is a dark city, and is in strong

bondange to Hinduism. "At the

Well" ministries, run by the Shaw
family, is a bright light in the

darkness, offering the hope and
redemption of Christ to some of

the worlds most destiftite people.

It was an incredible learning

experience for each team member,
and we came away with a fuller

understanding of the power and
love of God in this world, and his

heart for the broken.

Hamuih Price

Hannah Price

Joanna Miner
Hillary Dodd
Francine Zehr
Lauren Buxton
James Brooks
Suraj George

Christopher Duff
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France 55



56 Attawapiskat
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(Intimates

Michael Albano

James Brooks

Susan Armitage Deborah Barrow Samuel Barry

Kimberly Brown Sarah Bulloch Sonia Chambers

58 Grads

My time at Tyndale cannot be easily summarized in any amount of words. But simply, God
loves His children, and He mutually blesses them with their lives and uses them to draw

each other closer to Himself, and Tyndale certainly revealed that to me. PEACE! - Nate

One ofmy fondest memories about Tyndale is the people who populated it. Their influence

on my life and faith was enormous, and I will be forever greatful for it. My time at Tyndale

was definitely one of the happiest times in my life; I will never forget it. - Andrew Fulford

Don't Cry Because It's Over, Smile Because It Happened. This is basically what comes to

mind when I think about Tyndale... so many memories wrapped within those walls, that I

can't help but smile to myself when I think back over the last four years.... - Sharon Kamau
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Nathan Dirks Bert Douglas Thomas Eng Ryan Feeney

Andrew Fortier Andrew Fulford Mark Hauch Ryan Hosein

Jane Howson Cheniette Hudson Angela Huxtable April Jeffs

Praise the Lord! It's been a WONDERFUL 5 years! I will cherish these days forever. Each
of us made it by the strength, wisdom, guidance and grace of Christ with us in this season of
life. Praise the Lord for the blessing of higher education within a community that is striving

to follow Christ. Praise the Lord that we had professors who upheld us in prayer and taught

us not only as students, but as brothers and sisters in Christ. Praise the Lord for our families

and church families that have loved us and cared for us in these past years of school. Praise

the Lord for the beautiful, strong, wise and loving friends that we made during our time at

Tyndale. Although the Lord is leading us onto different paths let us never forget to praise Him
for what we have learned in our time at Tyndale. "Through Jesus, therefore, let us continually

offer to God a sacrifice of praise—the fruit of lips that confess his name." - Hebrews 13:15 -

Danielle Jupp
Grads 59



Danielle Jupp Sharon Kamau Sarah Kim Jeanette Klapwyk

Bradley Longard Katrina MacDonald Carlo Magno Geoffrey Millar

Carolyn Millen Barbara Mondelli Shizuka Murai Christie Murray

60 Grads

Graduating was bittersweet. Thank you to my parents, who have supported me emotionally

and financially. Thank you to my husband, who was patient with me. Lastly, thank you to my
profs (Rice, Veenvliet, Wongs (x2), Anderson, and Thomson) who have all made such an

impact in my life. - Kat

I would just like to say "blessings" to all the professors who played a role in my life while

attending Tyndale. For without you, I would not be the graduate that I am today. Thank you.

To all staff members that were instrumental in making Tyndale functional. You looked after

matters and made things go smoothly. And most of all, I thank God. For He truly has given

me all kinds of wonderful new blessings. A new career as a consultant, a new marriage with

four wonderful grown children and a husband who truly believed in me and encouraged me
to obtain my degree. I love you all. God Bless.Yours in Christ, Mrs. Barbara Draper Mondelli



Christopher Orme David Park Hoon Park Tiffany Ratcliff

Victoria Shipmaker Anna Song Alexander Street Daniel Young

(Stubs Wttlpnit pitntoa

Andrea Meszaros, Atsuko Ogawa, Chararissa Lucas, Cora Yeung, Eva-Marie Cullis,

Gregory Kuglin, James VanderLaan, Jason Morrison, John David Smyth, Jonathan
Vroom, Karla-Jayne Belfon, Kirk Rookwood, Michael Armstrong, Michael Hamilton,
Paul De Witte, Randy Hawley, Robert Henson, Ryan Clayton, Sara Krause, Seung
Nam Yoo, Tasha Castagnier, William Yu.

Be SOULWISE: "The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life and he that winneth souls is wise" -

Proverbs 11 :30 - Cheniette Hudson

Pope costumes, Manwich, N.T. Wright and more Manwich, and a mysterious League of
Shadows ... ya, I think the four years of education paid off! - Brad Longard

I came to Tyndale expecting to transfer after the first year. Four years later, I left knowing
how to read two dead languages. I suppose that is similar, sort of. - Dan Young

I came here as a newer Christian, new to church life and the "Christian bubble." In the

three years I made the difficult transition to a new denomination, grew in my faith and
understanding, matured in my relationship with the Trinity, and confirmed my calling to

ministry. Thank-you to the students (some of you have no idea the influence you have
had), professors and Tyndale staffwho gave me the space and time to grow! Peace to

you! - Victoria Shipmaker Grads 6l



Walt Disney once said: "You can design and

create, and build the most wonderful place in the

world. But it takes people to make the dream a

reality." As 1 think upon the 2006-2007 year at

Tyndale and the role of the Student Association, I

discover the truth in these wonderful words from

one of the world's greatest dreamers and

visionaries. Events and Activities are simply just

that, things to do and schedules to abide by, but it

is the heart and the love of a community that makes

the lasting difference. It is the laughs, the smiles,

and the beautiful tapestiy of various people from

various walks of life that make the planning,

programming, set up, clean up, and everything in

between completely worth it!

This year I had the great privilege to serve in the

capacity of Student Association President, and

isn't it ironic that this position that I was elected

to hold, ended up richly blessing me beyond

anything I could have imagined. As I stepped into

this position, I often wondered if I could do this

task. It did not take me long to figure out that often

the Lord will lead us into things that seem so much
bigger than us, so that He can reveal His

faithfulness and amazing love and grace to us

daily, as we are forced to rely completely on Him,

knowing our smallness in the midst of all that lies

before us. Although this took me a little while to

figure out, (because of course it could never be

this simple) I will be forever grateful for this time,

for the Lord is certainly big enough to accomplish

His plans without me, yet He loves me enough to

invite me along to be a part of them!

II
This is your President Speaking

II

As this year brought many different activities for the student

body to get involved with, the greatest aspect that became

evident to our team was the great joy that the Tyndale community

finds in simply being together. For it is the times of community

that we truly discover that amidst all the diversity there is a

beautiful gift of friendship and familiarity that makes it (as Dr.

Keith Bodner would say) "so good to be together." Whether we
were celebrating "A Christmas in Paris," building with Habitat

for Humanity, seeking the Lord together in worship and evenings

of all night prayer, entering the world of the Masquerade, or

anticipating a Beautiful Revolution, we caught glimpses of the

Lord's great love and faithfulness to each one of us, through the

gift of community and of each other.

62 ) Student Leadership
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Danielle Jupp

Vice President
Student Activities

Ashely Saunders

President

Alicia Wilson

Vice President
Ministry Activities

Thank you so much to Danielle, Alicia, Gerry, Ryan, Lauren B, Naomi, Lauren D, Nathan, Lory, Dave, Hannah. Josh.

and Greg. When we started our year of serving together we were still just getting acquainted, but as the last ten months

unfolded we not only grew in regards to our knowledge and understanding of ourselves, but also each other. What we

began as teammates we concluded as friends, and for this I will be forever thankful. Thank you for all your hard work,

dedication, commitment, and your wonderful hearts. You have shown me each day what God can do through those

who make themselves available to be used by Him for His kingdom purposes.

Student Leadership 63



[Leadership]
Thank you for all you do

and all that you are, and I

am so excited to see all that

God has for you all as you

continue to dream His

dreams for your lives.

Thank you also to George

for all your guidance and

care. Thank you for

imparting your life in the

lives of student's daily. We
are lucky to have you and

the Lord uses you greatly

to shape and mold us into

who He is creating us to be.

As another year draws to a

close and we prepare for

the next chapter of what

each one of us enters into,

we acknowledge that in

order for a new season to

begin, one must come to an

end. "Ends" are not always

celebrated, for it represents

something that will be gone

that cannot come back, yet

there is always the

anticipation of what is to

come. This has been a year

ofrich growth, and through

the ebbs and flows of the

journey the Lord's

sustaining grace and

strength has been upon our

community. As you embark

on wherever the twists and

turns of your journey will

be leading you to next, I

pray that the memories,

friendships, and

experiences of this year

will continue to cultivate

growth in your life and to

richly bless your heart.

Blessings,

Ashler Saunders

64 Leadership



President

Ashley Saunders

Vice President - Student Activities

Danielle Jupp

Commuter Representative

Ryan Eras

Secretary/Treasurer

Gerry Kroezen

Student Activities Coordinators:

Naomi Coker
Nathan Dirks

Lauren Buxton
Lauren Doornekamp

Vice President: Ministry Activities

Alicia Wilson

Ministry Team Coordinators:

Dave Kenite - worship

Joshua Ranee - evangelism

Hannah Price - missions

Lory Bermeo - prayer and cell group
Greg Armstrong - mentorship and

discipleship

Mat Coker: Yearbook

Pat Sutherland & Dan Young: Canon 25

Leadership 65



The Faculty

The Tyndale faculty are loved and respected by the students. They pass on their knowledge of the

subjects that they have mastered and they demonstrate true Christian character and wisdom. Not

only are they admired at Tyndale and the wider Christian community but they are also respected

around the world for their accomplishments in their field and in their lives. After my first couple weeks
of classes at Tyndale I knew that I wouldn't regret coming here! Mat Coker - Editor

66 Faculty



Dr. Brian Stiller Dr. Earl Davey Dr. Daniel Scott Hugh Rendle George Sweetman
President Provost Academic Dean Library Director Dean of Students

r. Jan Alpenberg Jannalee Dr. Elaine Becker Dr. Craig A. Carter Dr. Eric R. Crouse Elizabeth Davey

Anderson

Nr. Richard Davis Dr. Brad C. Faught Bill Friesen Dr. Ian Gentles Dr. Scott J. Dr. Carla Nelson
Masson

tephen Thomson Dr. Scott Veenvliet Dr. Stanley D.

Walters

Dr. Ronald L. Dr. Jennifer Hart Dr. Daniel L. Wong
Weed Weed

Dr. Lilian C. J.

Wong
Dr. Paul T. P.

Wong
Dr. Erwin Penner Dr. Beth Posterski Glenn Wyper

Faculty Emeritus

67
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STAFF a

group of

people, as

employees,

charged with

carrying out the

work of an

establishment

or executing

"some
undertaking."

68 Staff



The Staff
Tyndale is blessed to have such a great staff. Their fun-loving nature and joyful

attitudes make the school a wonderful place to be. I just don't know how they

make it through those long days of hard work, somebody ought to give them a va-

cation!

Staff 69
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Where there's smoke.



I love fire drills. I loved them in High School
becuase it got me out of really boring classes.

When I came to Tyndale I learned to love fire

drills for a new reason. On a hot September day
during my first semester ofGreek classes I reviewed

my Greek vocabulary all the way to school.

Moments before Dr. Penner handed out the quiz

the fire alarm sounded. Never have I heard a

sweeter sound. I could study for twenty more
minutes and it was just what I needed to ace the

test. Mat Coker - Second Year Student
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Mary poured out expensive perfume

onto Jesus' feet as an act of worship.

Mary's act of worship was
pure. . .passionate. . .real. . .expensive

. . .extravagant, and it touched the heart

of Jesus. How can you pour out your

love to Jesus, extravagantly, in a way
that will spread the beautiful fragrance

of Jesus where you are?

"Jesus answered, "It is the one to whom I

will give this piece of bread when I have

dipped it in the dish." Then, dipping the

piece of bread, he gave it to Judas Iscariot,

son of Simon. As soon as Judas took the

bread, Satan entered into him."

-••••' ^
1 *'



The sin of all

human beings

made Jesus go to

the cross, not the

Roman soldiers

who arrested and

beat him. His love

for sinful human
beings held him
there. He could

have answered the

taunts by calling

the angels of

heaven to bring

him down, but he

didn't. He chose to

stay.
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I've never worked on a yearbook before so this past year was

kind of weird for me. But it was a great year. From the dear-in-

headlights frosh pictures on move in day, to sugar-packed sumo

wrestling fights, this year was a blast to catch on camera. Of

course I didn't do it alone, I had help from lots of other people.

Thank you to everyone that helped in some way or another.

The list of names below includes only those that I could

remember to write down. If you didn't make the list it's only

because I forgot to jot down your name, but your help was

really appreciated. Hopefully when you flip through this book

twenty years from now the images will remind you of the trials

you faced, the great things that you learned and the amazing

people you met this year.
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